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Gorton hits the ca1npaign trail
byJ.A.Lupo
While in Ellen~burg to address a
Republican group, Washington
State Attorney General Slade
Gorton visited Central and spoke
to a political science administration -class Tuesday. He briefly
discussed his duties as the state's
legal counsel and answered ques. tions on his candidacy for the U.S.
Senate against the incumbent,
Warren Magnuson._
In his third term as Attorney
General, an elected office, Gorton
related to the class that he has had
two kinds of experience since he
took the office in 1969. Under
Governor Evans, a fellow Republican, he had an "easy" relationship.

But in.the past three years, Gorton
and Governor Ray have had their
"differences of opinion".
,
But, Gorton admitted that he
represents the governor whether
in agreement with her or not.
"Governor Ray proposed that all
lawyers (working for the Attorney
General's office) work under the
governor instead," Gorton said.
This p~oposal failed.
There are approximately 200
Assistant Attorney Generals in
Washington who are appointed by
the Attorney General. "This is the
way the' state's affaires are
administered/' he said.
Owen
Clarke, Jr., is the Assistant
Attorney General of Central. ·

"Our office makes decisions on or complaints from competitors.
awhile.
economic issues concerning con- "These cases have profound
Gorton, a candidate for the U.S.
Senate, will be running against
sumer protection and anti-trust effects," Gorton said.
laws," Gorton said. Consumer
An anti-trust case has been Democratic veteran, Warren Magprotection involves the detection building against the oil companies nuson. Gorton said the reason he
of fraudulent businesses. State stemming from the 1973-74 energy was not running for governor was
and federal anti-trust laws are shortage. Concerned individuals because "another state office has
aimed at preventing monopolies in Washington, Oregon and Cali- · no appeal to me. There has been a
and preserving a competitive fornia claim that the shortage was shift in power from local and state
market.
planned, and for the past two and government." He further com"Consumer protection cases are one-half years have been collecting mented that the state is merely an
interesting because of their information supporting that claim. administrator of federal regulation
immediacy," Gorton said. "We're "The case may go to trial in 1982," and the governor more a clerk
all consumers."
Gorton said and went on to explain than a decision maker.
The ~'biggest" consumer pro- that 1982 seemed like a long time,
He said of Magnuson, "I view his
tection case Gorton has handled but most anti-trust cases are power in the Senate as a
was a lawsuit against Ralph complicated.
weakness-;" because it is "based on
Williams and Chrysler-Plymouth.
In. addition,
Gorton said, seniority."
Gorton said that Williams used to "Figures show that during the
Gorton favors the Northern Tier
advertise on late night television Iran crisis (this summer), pro- Pipeline which will pump Alaska
in the Seattle area. He'd show just duction (of oil products) outdid crude to the Mid-west, and sides
enough of certain cars to entice comsumption." According to with the state legislature and
prospective buyers and then quote Gorton, a lawsuit isn't being Coast ' Guard ban of "super"Well, initiated because of the fear that tankers" from the Puget Sound
an unbelievable price.
people would get down there to - the new case would set the work east of Port Angeles. ·"There is
find that the car was a wreck," already done back to the starting less chance of the pipeline hurting
Gorton explained.
line and send the trial far into the the environment," he said.
Williams went out of business in BO's. 'Gorton explained, however,
In his talk to the Kittitas County
Seattle in 1970 and still owes the that because of the statute of Republican party Monday night,
state money.
limitations, which sets a time limit Gorton stressed the hazards of
Anti-trust suits usually ori- on enforcement in certain cases, inflation and the necessity of tax
ginate with federal investigations his office can sit on the issue for revision.

\
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Slade Gorton

Garrity planningforBO's
President Garrity gave a Curb- record. Not that student interest their ·emphasis from law enforcestone presentation in the SUB Pit is unimportant, but in my ment to service oriented activities.
Monday afternoon. He briefly judgement, it should not deterGarrity thought the Iranian
covered Central's prospects for -mine whether or not we have the situation tragic. "It is .clearly a
the 80's and then fielded questions activity." He further stated, "The passing moment in a sea of
from the audience concerning value of the activity has to be conflict.
The future seems
assorted issues on and off campus. determined ... by what the value is uncertain ... but I would hope that
As far as the campus itself is for the participants."
most of us have the good sense not
The campus police, Garrity to get involved in reacting to
concerned, -there will be an
addition to Nicholson Pavilion, explained, have an image problem. individuals from Iran in this
rennovating of McConndl Audi- He thinks that they should shift country ... "
torium, landscaping of the grounds
to include added art works, and
provisions for the handfcapped.
"In the BO's," Garrity · said,
"change~ in curriculum will reflect.
the development of more traditional education ..."

Nuclear Aw~ess
comes to Central

"We're attempting to make
Central more popular by improving the programs and getting · Today has been proclaimed
Nader, who has criticized
people to know and understand Nuclear Awareness Day at Cen- government and industry's stance
the university. That's our basic tral. The highlight of the day will toward nuclear power, has made
problem," Garrity explained, be a presentation by consumer headlines for the past 14 years on
"we're just not known."
·
advocate and foe of nuclear consumer and politieal issues.
energy, Ralph Nader. Nader is
G~ining national recognition in
Garrity said that demographic speaking at 8 p.m. in Nicholson . 1965 with his book, Unsafe At Any
figures project a declined birth Pavilion. Preceeding Nader's Speed, which hit the auto industry
rate, but he believes that Central's presentation, an all-day forum of for unsafe automobilies, the
enrollment will not be affected speakers · representing industry, crusading attorney has passed
because of increased migtation government, and public interests beyond simple concern for . seats
belts and hot dogs.
into the state and the attraction of will be held in the SUB pit.
Joe Hovenkotter, Central's
older students.
He has become the public citizen
Questions from the students in lecture coordinator said, ". . . of American politics, his activism
the audience covered a variety of increased awareness on this leading to the passage of at least
subjects which included sports controversial issue may help all of six rriajor federal consumer proprograms, student interests, the us to make wise decisions in the tection laws.
Nader is expected to offer a
campus police, and even the fut11re."
Some of the topics to · be strong critique of gov~rnmental
Iranian situation in relation to
discussed during the forum in the · and industrial policies in meeting.
Iranian citizens in the U.S.
When confronted on the issue of pit include a description and the energy crisis.
Advance tickets for tonight's
the sports budget, Garrity said, function of a thermal nuclear
"The total amount spent on plant, waste storage at Hanford, Nader lecture are $3~ available in
athletics is actually small in the the health aspects of nuclear Ellensburg at Ace Books and
student fees budget.
Student power, the social economics of Records, Stereocraft and the SUB
interest in specific sports is nuclear power, Trident and the information booth. Tickets pu:r;affected by the team's winning nuclear power industry. ·
chased at the door will cost $3.50.

JOE FOR THE STUFF-Joe Holmes, last year's leading
scorer[l6.7] and rebounder [8o4], will be leading the Wildcats this .
weekend as they ope.,_ up their season Saturday night against a
·
tough alumni squad.
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Nuclear Awareness Day-Ralph Nader, Nicholson Pavilion, 8 ,..
·
p.m.

1

Tabacco Road-American classic play, McConnell Auditorium, 8 ·,
p.m.

English department chairman Tony Canedo's photo show, Sarah
21. Gallery
open 8 a.m.-12 noon and 1-5 p.m. Monday-Friday.

I Spurgeon Gallery (Randall Hall) today through Nov.
....
=.·:

, ,.

' Business and Economics Club meeting at 6:30 p.m. in SUB, •.'.i'
Room 204 & 205. Bruce Johns9n will talk about Three Mile Island. I
..

I

; November 16

~

Tobacco Road, 8 p.m. McConnell Auditorium .

.,,

Tabacco Road, McConnell Aud~torium, 8 p.m.

·1
i NOV. 18
(t

Central Christian Fellowship, 10 a.m. Grupe Conference Center.

:.:~

I~!j

~·s

Curbstone, SUB Pit, 12 noon.

Circle K slave sale and potluck, 6 p.m., Methodist Church.
Beta Sigma meeting at Tom Willis' home, 925-2211

A.S.S.E. meeting, 6:30 p.m. Hogue 211.

.

.

INovember 21-25
I

Thanksgiving vacation (no CRIER ·this week).

INovember. 26
1
·.' :.·
1.

I

has the word equated with misery.
and in viewing society with its
wars and crime, thinks humanity
has betrayed itself with cruelty.
In looking at the slavery issue,
King-Farlow sides with the En- .
glish philosopher Richard - Hare,
who was strongly influenced by
the Utilitarians of England. ·
The Utilitarian ·philosophy is
"the greatest happiness for the
greatest number." King-Farlow
and Hare agree that this idea can
be achieved with the establishment of slavery. They feel that
society could treat slaves kindly
and generously with most of them
being property of the state.
King-Farlow feels that slavery
can be J'ustified from this "benevoleat" standpoint.
In a hypothetical situation set iri
the year 2029, the philosopher
suggested that the Utilitarian
solution of 5 percent of . the
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Philosopher John King-Farlow
addressal a gatheJ:'.ing of 50 people
at Central recently.
In his
presentation, _"The Case Against
Slavery", he defended the practice
of "benevolent" or "kind" sl~very
and said that in such a situation
wars, murders, and crimes would
cease because a_ll people would be
adequately cared for.
King-Farlow believes society

SIavery a d vocated

I.

I November 20
I

R

On the last day of t\lis fall's
conference, WASHE will hold an
election of new officers as well as
adopt a new platform for _the
organization. Afterwards, there
will be a wrap-up of the session
and a review of the conference.

I

I

I

II.
3

schools so they may share those
issues that they have in common.
WASHE holds two conferences
each year during fall and spring
quarters. Last spring quarter, the
conference was held at Central in
cooperation with the Conference

•\
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I November 18

-
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Classic film, The Sporting Life, 7 p.m. Hertz Auditorium.

I

I
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I
I

I
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ton during this weekend. The
purpose of such conferences is to
educate students on student
government issues and to focus on
developing leadership qualities.
The conference is broken up into·
a series of workshops which
provide informat~on on campus
issues and the legislative process.
Along with the workshops, special
guest speakers are booked to
speak with students. At this fall's
conference, the guest speakers
include State Representative Dan
·Grimm and King County Executive John Spellman.
WASHE is a fairly new student
organization · and over 110
students attended it's first conference last fall. WASHE represents
all the community colleges, universitiPc;, and private schools in
the state. The organization has no

i
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'=' ence Center in Gold Bar, Washing- · the students of the different
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Center and food services. Then,
each month, wASHE holds a
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I
i All Records, Tapes I
& Parapha~alia
i
I
November 16 & 17
~~

I

Academic advising today through Dec. 1. See your advis_or.

718 E. 8th
Located in the Plaza

-

925-NUTS

:~~:.:;i~:!~~ra~:~r:'w':!t9~

viable alternative to world disaster and destruction.
The
masters would be scientists and
te·chnocrats, who, according to
King-Farlow, would be . above
exploitation and the abuse of
power.
King-l'arlow also suggested the
use of slavery as an option in
dealing with criminals. Two men
that he felt should be slaves are
Richard Nixon and the Shaw of
Iran. 1 He said they abused their
power and walked away from their
respective controversies wealthy
and with no fear of reprisal.
King-Farlow had been scheduled to speak a week earlier but
his flight to Sea Tac was forced to
land in Vancouver B.C. because of
bad weather in the Seattle area.

Curbstone, SUB Pit, noon.
Circle K, SUB, Room 200, 6 p.m.
Michael Elvestrom art exhibit today through Dec. 14 in Sarah
Spurgeon Gallery (Randall Hall) 8 a.m.-12 noon and 1-5 p.m.
Monday through Friday.

November 27
Manhatten Transfer at the Opera House in Seattle, 8 p.m.
A.S.S.E. meeting, 6:30 p.m., Hogue 211.

November 28
Papa John's coffee house, 8 p.m., SUB Pit.

I.

H~~WAYGR~LLE
FOR

4 Blocks
W. of College
U.S. Hwy. 10
at Jct. o{U.S.•
Hwy.

97

Ellensburg_

Good-}:tome Cooked Food
Fam·ily Atmosp·h·e re
Breakfast - Lunch - Dinner
*At Affordable Pri~es *
Visit Our

~llfDIJ ~lltlf
To Relax. & Socialize

Serving the community

& University at the same
location for 40 years

Restaurant 962-9977 Galaxy Ro~m 962-9908
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China opens doors to professor
by Scott L ueggler
instruction. After classes, Yee returning to their commune to
spent his time studying or visiting better production and lifestyle.
and Eric Gleason
Recently when President Carter the area, talking with students and Others become involved in governand Deng Xiaoping met to open citizens along the way.
ment or business. The Chinese
diplomatic ties with China,
When talking to Chinese stu- believe that their society will be
important aspects of the new dents, in conversations initiated assured of success if its citizeBs
relationship included the exchange for the most part by th~ students, are capable and devoted .to the
of culture, technology, and in- Yee sensed a feeling of goodwill country.
formation.
towards Americans. He attributes
Politics, and the U.S. in general,
One such exchange, of in- this to American ·missionaries and are also of serious concern to the
tellectual and mostly of a receiving doctors; some of which are still Chinese. Yee, recalling some of his
nature, drew Prof. Robert Yee active in China. Discussions also conversations, notes that "they're
away from his usual summer revealed some interesting con- more interested in us, then we are
relaxation this year. While many ' trasts to students here.
· ' in them, generally." Concerning
. of Central's faculty and student
A student in China has no car, his discussions off campus, Yee
population enjoyed a comfortable and few have bicycles. Cars are stated that students and other
summer, Yee, who is chairman of only for governmental use and citizens were quite willing to talk
the political science department, bikes, are acquired by the average with him. Yee, co·ncerned about
journied to Beijing (Peking), China Chinese after saving roughly 3-5 their later being, questioned about
to study Mandarin Chinese Ian- · months wages, ' and waiting at the discussions, did not initiate
guage.
least 6 months for a purchase any discourse of~ campus.
In talking to campus professors,
Yee and 16 other Americans permit. Students' transportation,
Photo by Steve Noble
took advantage of a special when not on foot or bicycle, is by Yee was often told in detail of
lucky."
were
experiences
during
Mao
Tse.
. invitation from the People's train or bus.
Yee found family life in China to .
Republic of China to attend ·the
Students also have a different tung's Cultural Revolution.
. Beijing Language Institute (BLI) philosophy in China. The work Taking place in the late 1960's and . be radically different to ..ours.
to learn the Chinese language.
ethic prevails and technological intended to wake up the nation, it Basic elements such as television,
The BLI is an educational .rather than liberal studies take managed to cause a full-fledged radio, refrigerators, and,. electric
facility with total emphasis on precedence in school.
Facing civil war in 1968. Few Americans stoves are few. The items are
language. Yee noted that during graduation, Chinese students knew about it and the number of available, but most Chinese simply
his visit, students of approxi- know that the government will lives lost until several years later. cannot afford them. Purchases are
Some professors, many · who out of necessity, with fixed
mately 60 nationalities were choose their jobs and destiny.
present. The BLI is staffed by Accepting this, they note that the thought themselves immune, were prices-there is no· bargaining as
about ·200 professors, with ap- country will be better for their sent to agricultural communes to
Books were we know it. Still, the Chinese
proximately 700 students enrolled compliance. Students here would learn humility.
during the regular academic year.
probably liken the policy to ·a burned, and schools were closed.
This was the first summer sessiQn ·military draft, with lifelong·attach- In general, all of China's "responfor the school. The school library, ments..
· sible" citizens were humbled.
which was used extensively by the
The Chinese place a high value Many endured the lesson, but
students, was comparable in size on their students • . Many attend many didn't. Adds Yee, ''.Those
to that of the Ellensburg Public school for the sole purpose of that made it to the communes
Library.
Classes for Yee and the other ·
Americans started early in the
morning and lasted about 3 hours
daily, except Sunday which was
devoted to study and free time.
Yee noted that classes were held
early because the humidity and
hot weather made study impossible later in the day.
· Classes, informal discussions, ·
and notices, were conducted ·in
Mandarin Chinese. Yee claims he
was able to speak Mandarin ·
Chinese most of the time, but
admits that at times he needed the
assistance of interpretors.
Classroom curriculum .was
based on Chinese classic writings,
all in Mandarin, of course. Folk
603 North Main
925-5539
tales, many similar to Aesop's
Fables, were also employed in the

manage to save 25 percent of their
income.
· Families are ideally comprised .
of the par,.ents, married at about 26
years of age, and two children.
Large families are scorned and
contraceptives are available.
· China recognizes that it has a
major problem with its population.
Children are indulged and the
.aged are cared for in the home. It
is believed that if a parent car~s
for a child, the child should care for
the parent.
In the same view, Chinese also
believe , that taking care of
everyone in a personal sense now
will allow soCiety to care for
everyone later. Everyone works
for the country's future now, so
their children won't have to later.
There are no priviledges in daily
life because of these and other
such committments .
. Until recently, urban living was
_afforded primar.y attention in
China.
However, the Chinese
recognized the effects of this on
their economy and are working to
improve rural areas. Farms, many
still worked by hand, are becoming
mechanized.
The increased
production has upgraded lifestyles
Continued on page 12

Put yourself where
r.====================================================tl ·you're needed
FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND PARTS

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR

Wetis't er's

Happy Hour M~F 5-6:30

All W ellDririks 75 c
Doubles $1.00
Strawberry Daiquiris $1. 75
Tequila Tuesday · Rum Thursday
Coming Soon - Live Bands
319 N. Pearl

925-2323

Peace Corps and VISTA Volunteers
have a tradition of sharing their knowledge
and skills with the people of developing .,,~
nations and here 'at home. They're indi- '
vidua1s who combine a special sense of
adventure with a desire to hdp other
people.
Your <;:ollege degree OR appropriate
work background may qualify you for the
experien<;:e of your life. Our representatives
will be pleased to discuss with you the
·
many volunteer openings beginning in the
'next l2 months.

"P
Corpsea~e •
and VISTA

I

•

Expenence
G
d
uarantee

November 27-29: Information Booth, 9 a.m.4 p.m., SUB Tenaway Room 104. Sign up for
interviews.
November 28: Peace Corps/VISTA Film
Seminar: 12 noon, SUB Teanaway Room 104.
November 28-29: Scheduled Interviews, 9 a.m.5 p.m., Career Planning and Placement.
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Contntentary
Let's carry a big stick
by· Ted Anderson
The Ayatollah Khomeini, the
self proclaimed messenger of God,
along with his Muslum militants
have spit holy water in the eyes of
Uncle Sam.
Iran has joined a long list of
countries incl~ding Russia, Cuba,
Korea, and Vietnam-who have
chosen to spite the United States
and dare us to respond.
And, as in recent times, the
United States Government has
taken ten steps backward and held
it's ground.
But t he kidnapping and holding
for ransom of U.S. citizens in Iran
may prove to be the kick in the

pants that awoke the sleeping
giant.
This latest incident of
foreign hostility has aroused
emotions within the United States
which may spark a return to unity.
The people are seething!
For too long the people of the
United States had hovered in the
shadows of Vietnam, unable to see
beyond to the realities of the world
we live in. Blinded .b y the insanity
of that war we made the mistake
of equating appeasement with
peace. w ·e found it easier to
retreat when we had been spat
upon than to risk the threat of
hostility.
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After all, we live on this island
called North America and these
people are thousands of miles
away. They ·couldn't harm us. Or
could they?
,
The disdain they show for our
country left unheeded, could be
taken as an indication that they
~ay do with us as they wish. Like
tlie bully who will push until his
victim is backed against the wall,
so will the adversaries of our
freedom push, until there is no
place left to retreat. It is time the
U.S. stood firm, before our backs
bit the wall.

Those who still believe the
world to be a place of wine, roses
and laughter should look closely at
the slaughter in Cambodia, the
hate in South Africa, the bloodshed in Ireland and the revolutions
of the world.
Unfortunately, the wine and
roses lie at the bottom of a
snakepit of evil. The price of peace
could be everything we have.

This is not to say that we should
retaliate with bombs and bullets.
If Iranian students in the United
States wish to bring their
revolution to the U.S., we should
simply send them home.
And, as President Carter has
announced, if we don't want their
oil at this price-we will go
elsewhere. Now we should tell the
Ayatollah to go el~ewhere for his
food, aid, and education for his
It is time, whe.t her we find it followers.
·
distasteful or not, to speak with
The United States has talked
the tongue of the mighty instead of softly for long enough. It's time
the weak.
- again to pick up our big stick!

PRE CHRISTMAS What it's all about
by Scott. Mueggler
SALE
Stop in for Specials
•

Ill

Every Departntent •••
Some Examples Mens Long Sleeve Shirts
Reg 21°0

$10_90

Jr. Womens "Bobbie Brooks'"
Blazers Skirts Pants Blou~es Vests

40% Off
Mens - "Ski-Skins" Cntton/ Poly
Turtleneck Shirts .
Reg. 13°0

$999

Mens Cntton Flannel Shirts (Quality)
Reg. 9so
$6''

MANY MORE!
SALE STARTS NOV. 19th

Once in a great while, an
individual will work for, meet, or
se.ek the advice of another. That
person, whomever he may be,
might be in a position of power or
of relative insignificance.
The

friend may be young or young in
heart, mature or mature in
thought; yet always wise. · .
Once this person of note is met,
impressions are gelled. Always as
in life, these impressions may
falter. Yet never do they fail. This
person is a friend. One that will
see us through many tribulation;
never at a price. Not a relative,
associate, lover, minion, nor
vendor. This person is a friend. A
place of refuge - an ear in the dark,
with sage words to lighten the
way.
All of us may find such a person.
Never, or hardly ever, wµI the
"find" be recognized initially - time
will tell. Time will also endure,
and endurance is the test. · If

Reciprocity niay not take place.
One cannot always return equal
amounts of concern and friendship,
yet one can try with time. I know
several friends. They have stood
aside and detached from me, and
in doing so served to provide the
best aamn advice and friendship
that I have ever received. l have
been coached, chided, and even
coerced with their words.
So as I bid Central a pleasant
Thanksgiving break, please note
that I recommend care in
friendship.
Give thanks for
Thanksgiving, and for friends.

*********************************~
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*
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;

FREE GIFT WRAP

endurance has passed time, and
time has recognized the person,
you - gentle reader, have found a
friend.

;

Candidates for the position of editor of the CAMPUS CRIER for
winter quarter must hove a wri~ten application in before noon
Wednesday, Nov; 21.
A letter of application including qualifications, journalism
experience, grade point average, class stt;:inding, moss media
courses completed or to be taken winter quarter and reason for
applying should be submitted to Dr. James Goodrich, mass media
program director, i.n Bouillon Hall 243.
.
.
In accordance with the Statement of -Policy fot the CAMPUS
CRIER, the editor. must have completed or plans to enroll in Mass
Media 347 (Editing) and Mass Media 361 (Editorial Writing).
:

'

~********************************~

.,
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Arts and Entertainntent
Orchesis: 'Come on and dance with me'·
by Jan Richards
Jazz, ballet, modern and improvisational dance are the subjects of
Orchesis, Central's dance performing organization.
The dance group, which is open
to all Central students, is made up
of men and women and is designed
to give beginning and experienced
students ari opportunity to perform and choreograph original
dances.
Lana Jo Sharpe, the group's
supervisor, explains that prospective members do not have to
audition because it tends to
inhibit creativity. "Even in the
beginner classes, there is much
creative energy that we don't
want to discourage."
Orchesis members range from
. the novice to the very advanced
dancer. Sharpe relates, "We have
many dancers who are well-skilled
and move beautifully and some
that are just beginners but have
the desire to express themselves."
On Dec. 6, the group will have a
chance to express themselves in a
warm-up performance for family

Guitarist
to perform

I

and friends. Although closed to
the public, the show will be a
prelude to their main public show
this spring in McConnell Auditorium when they will perform
their original dances.
Students interested in participating in the spring show must
join the ·group winter quarter
when all of the choreography is
learned. One credit is offered and
although it isn't a class, Sharpe

refers - to Orchesis as "varsity
dance," much like other extracurricular athletics are.
. Orchesis members meet from
3-5 p.m. each Tuesday and
Thursday in the SUB.
Interested students should contact Sharpe or officers Julie
Kastien, president; Lynn Korsmoe
vice president; Margo Schmidt,
secretary; Lisa Rohr, costume
manager or Lisa Sofie, publicity
manager.

Club .resorts to slavery
Members of Circle K at Central
will sell themselves for their cause
next Monday, Nov. 19, at the Slave
Sale and Potluck. The group is
sponsoring this event to raise
money for their community service projects and group activities.
Two aspects of Circle K's
involvement with the community
are their work with the elderly
and their programs for children.
In addition to just visiting with
convalescent home residents,
mem hers show films and particiClassical guitarist Ian Mitchell
will headline a concert and a two
day ·workshop at Central this
month.
Mitchell, who lectures in classical guitar at Lewis & Clark
College in Portland, Oregon, will
perform in Hertz Hall November
28, at 8 p.m. Mitchell holds a
master'.s degree in guitar and has
studied with Michael Lorimer,
John Mills, and George Fakel-

. · lera~ou.

•

pate in sp_ecial outings.
Work with children includes a
variety of activities geared mainly
at spending time with children ~ of
working parents-those who often
do not have sufficient time to
spend on projects such as
swimming, sledding, etc.-much
like a big brother/big sister
program.
The Slave Sale and Potluck, to
be held at the-Methodist church on
Ruby Street, will begin at 6 p.m.
Everyone is invited to attend.
On November 29 and 30, the
performer will be joined by his
assistant James Collins to conduct
a workshop. The workshop will be
aimed at anyone who has played
classical guitar, beginners or
advanced musicians are welcome.
The two day workshop will run
from 3 to 6 p.m. both days and the
cost is $15 for the total workshop.
The only requirement is that
students bring a nylon-string
guitar.

HUMAN SCULPTURE-Members of Orchesis pause during one
·of. their fluid expressions of creativity in dance.

photo by Mike Frederickson

•

1s coming

The most exciting Rock& Roll
•
to come out of the Northwest since
the Jimi Hendrex experience
. .~rdi111u
Tuesday; October 27 8 p.m.
Hertz Recital.Hall Tickets Available for just $2.00
at the· SUB Info Booth, the Music Nut & Stereocraft
A 8.C. Productions
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and all that jqzz_

· by Riek Capeloto

brilliantly constructed to accomodate the separate entrance of each
player. Don Mock simply writes
good music. And, he's the best
guitarist I've ever seen live (for
the style of music involved here).
Let's drift on to Mock's partner
in crime, Paul Farnen (bass). Let
me say that this guy is painfully
underrated as a "skin tight~'
accompanist and soloist. He uses
dynamics to paint a picture, as
well as different tone qualities to
· frame that picture. Farne·n ·s
rhythmic nuances and excellent
ear make his bass playing
complete.

The. ~n Mock Band is _a Seattle
based jazz/rock band that is
comparable to the best in the
business. But before I get into
that, let me explain how I review
albums of the · instrumental jazz
idiom.
There seems to be very little use
in describing the songs separately,
because I would have to go into
motivic expansion and some heavy
theory which would bore, and/or
intimidate most people. Therefore, it seems best to talk about
the individual and blending qualities of each musician.
I was very lucky to have seen
the Mock Band perform the album
Mock One before it was recorded.
Let's cover the fearless leader,
Don Mock (guitar), first.
This man is truly respected as
one who diligently practices and
studies. his instrument. His style
has matured to the point where
there are either a hundred
influences or none in his treatment
of each tune. I will choose to say
that he prides himself on being
past the stage of imitation and
goes out of his way to play
originally and from his heart. The
acoustic guitar on two cuts is

Ken Cole (keyboards), ~ho
helped with · mixing and wrote
most of side 2, is a talented man
indeed. I picture him wearing a
wizard outfit as he puts out some
of the most astoundingly unique
sounds I've had the pleasure to
critique. His style is indescribable, as Ken has journeyed over
the "copycat" hump also. Yes,

wizard-like would best describe his
style.
.
Dave Coleman (percussion) is in
there with the best as far as
knowing the accents to play.
When . people get this fluent on
their instruments, it seems unreal
to see them hook and jab so effortlessly (while using -the stands,
seat, and anything else in the area
for extended effects).
Denny Goodhew (reeds) is on his
way to being a true virtuoso of his
axe. This boy can create some
glass shattering high tones as well
as solemnly foreboding low tones.
His contribution to the group is
evident in only one song because
that's all he was used for. Maybe
I'll get down and do a review on his
style when he records his own LP.
Ron Soderstrom (brass) lends to
ON DISPLAY-English instructor Anthony Canedo is
Mock's style very nicely.
currently showing his photographs in the Sarah Spurgeon Gallery.
Dimension is the name of his · The show, which features a variety of Canedo's work, will run until
game. He builds upon the sounds
Nov. 21.
already there by complimenting
-photo by Steve Noble
his ·fellow band members. Ron is
an indespensible part of what I f~el
to be one of the best bands of the
jazz rock gender that exists today.
Well, I hope you enjoyed my
by Steve A. Jones
review. If you did, didn't, or have
enjoyed.
ideas for future articles, please
In the past few years, women
One group deserving mention
feel free to let the editor o~ myself have come a long way in the rock has emerged from this mold. The
know .. Talk to you next time.
world. Ann and Nancy Wilson of group is simply called Pat Benitar,
Heart made the first big break- and her new album In the Heat of
through in 1976, and ever since the Night is swiftly rising up on
then, countless other rock groups the charts. However, without the
around the country began to two rock singles from the album
feature women, hoping to dupli- Heartbreaker and No You Don't,
cate the success Heart has the album would probably be
going nowhere.
There seems to be _something
mystical about women playing
rock; it's difficult to explain why· it
is so successful after men have
dominated the rock scene for so
long. Yet it is successful and it's
refreshing to hear a new artist hit
it big with some exciting, highly
energized rock.
This is not to say that album in
question here is totally rock-far
from it: There are a few very soft
- songs (which is a little disappointing) plus .an amusing tune called
My Clone Sleeps Alone. But when
Ms. Benitar decides to cut loose,
her rock could rival Heart's.

Under the needle

Ralph Nader

Tonite:

WINNER DF6 ACADEMY AWARDSI

"Our business is

going places"

LJC Q

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PRESENIS ACARLO PONTI PROD Tl N

DAVID LEAN'S FILM

434 North Sprague
Ellensburg
Phone 92S·-69 6 l

i******************::;*************

.i WILLIE &QANGE . - i

i
DOCTOR Zlli\fAGO i*
GERALDINE CHAPLIN ·JULIE CHRISTIE ·TOM COURTENAY
:
ALEC GUINNESS SIOBHAN McKENNA · RALPH RICHARD&)N
i
OF BORIS PASTERNAKS

~~~RIF1AS~~~~~J ROD STEIGER· RITA TUSHINGHAM

ROBERT BOLT. DAVID LEAN

IN PANAVISION' ANO METAOCOLOR

November 29, 1979
Tl.me· .-.3 7 10•00 ·p m
Place: SUB Theater
Cost: $1 .5o
·

•

'

'

. •

•

•

Footnote: Pat Benitar will be
appearing in concert as KISW
Rising Star #26 in Seattle Nov. 22.
Ticket prices for this event are

i
.? 'iook Your best i
-:
Jn the best · · · i
£
Roffe i
~
!
omeandseefor~ourseir. i
*
i ~
i
6porting Goods

*

:

-~

**

MONIQUE

Roffe's the best of style, fit :
and performance. We know*

you'llheconvinced,too.

~

:
*
:.
.
'--------------------------------------------------------**********************************~
92s-2200
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Tobacco Road
Text by
Valerie Hampton

MAKING HER POINT-Jeeter
Lester [Mike Oertili} receives -a lecture
from his wife, Ada [Linda Northrup].

Share-cropper Jeeter Lester
was born to a family of tobacco
farmers, and swears he will never
leave the home and fields he was
raised on. But the Depre·ssion of
the 1930's has left him with no
money, no crop, and no one to turn
to.
Lester, portrayed by Mike
Oertli in Central'~ production of
Tobacco Road this week, is an
opinionated, stubborn, and uniquely admirable character. His ailing
wife, Ada, played by Linda
Northrup, is as worn out and
weathered as the unproductive
toba<;co fields surrounding th~ir
ramshackle cabin. Yet, throughout the story of Lester's fight to
keep his farm, there are undercurrents of deep emotion and
superstition. Each character
possesses a strong sense of
personal dignity, however low in
the pecking order they are.
Lester's dealings with his
family, his neighbors, and the
owners of his land are filled with
moments of anger, confusion,
frustration, and bitterness and
trimmed with sincere concern,
insight and frank humor.
Combined with the excellent
lighting and set design, the
production is entertaining, stimulating, and effective.
Tobacco Road opened yesterday
and will run through Saturday.
Curtain time is 8 p.m. and
admission is $3 for adults and $1.50
for students. Tickets are available
at the box office beginning at 7
p.m. nightly in McConnell Auditorium.
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ON THE SET-Cast memb!'rs lounge in front of the cabin momentarily frozen
"in character". From left to right, they are: John Feigen, Chris Comte, Leslie

Nichols, Mike Oertli, Kim Bauman, Linda Northrup, Jaimee Miller, and Charles
•Abernathy.
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Sports
X-country runners flying south
by Mike Bingham

first and second respectively with
the same time of 26:04. It was the
Mark Brown and Phil Phimister, third meet in a row that the pair
. along with the rest of Central's had finished one-two.
cross country team, qualified for
"Naturally we were disapthe nationals last . Saturday by pointed not to win the meet," said
placing second in the district meet Central Coach Spike Arlt, "but I
at Walla Walla.
thought the kids represented
Central finished in second place themselves well." Central had
with 33 points. Eastern Washing- defeated the Eastern team twice
ton took first place honors with 29. before the season, but according to
Central also qualified for the Arlt, this was the best he had ever
National meet at the University of seen Eastern run.
Wisconsin-Parkside, this Sat-ur"Eastern got to the problem
Brown and Phimister crossed areas of the course first,"

explained Arlt. "Their start was
better than ours, too. They didn't
have the trouble with falling
runners as we did."
Brown, John Freeburg and Paul
Harshman all went down in the
scrambling start. The race was
run with District I and II together
with the scoring divided later.
There was about 150 runners at
the starting line according to Arlt.
"This was too many runners for
the course," said Arlt, "especially
with the number of obstacles and
narrow spots on the course."
About 15-20 runners fell because
of the crowded conditions.
Arlt indicated that the Nationals
should be more to his and the
team's liking. He said that the
course was more wide open than
the one at District.

According to Arlt, all of · explained Arlt. "I also expect to
Central's team covered the course have 2 to 4 All-Americans (top 25
strongly. Other than Brown and finishers)."
Phimister, the scoring five con·
The women will also be taking to
sisted of 7th, Toby Suhm (26:19), the road; only they will end up in
8th, Freeburg (26:31), and 15th, Tallahassee, Florida. Carmen
Kent Hernandez (26:56).
Aguirre and Laura Myers quali"Eastern bad a little bit better fied for Nationals on Nov. 3. They
grouping," said Arlt. "They will fly south today, leaving this
finished third, fourth, fifth, sixth, afternoon.
and eleventh. It was a battle
Both girls have been preparing
between our fifth man and theirs.
the past week. Aguirre, who was
We needed . about eleven seconds favoring an injuried leg, seems to
to win it."
be in good shape according to her
Central will leave for Wisconsin Coach Jan Boyungs. "Both are
today from Spokane. Arlt will · looking strong," she says.
accompany seven runners inBudget problems could be a
cluding Brown, Phimister, Suhm, factor 1n determining the girls'
Freeburg, Hernandez, Ted Mittel- performances as Coach Boyungs
will be unable to make the trip.
staedt and Paul Harshman.
"As a· team, . we should be "I'm not sure if this will affect the
somewhere in the top ten," girls or not," said Boyungs.

Season-ender next
NOW HIRING

by Monte Carlon
The Central Wildcats closed out
their Evergreen Conference schedule on the road last Saturday
afternoon when they were blanked
25-0 by Oregon College of
Education.
OCE ended ' up with a league
record of 5-0 while Central finished
with a conference mark of 1-4. The
Wildcats are currently 1-7-1 for
the season.

APPLY AT THE
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY DEPT.
521 E. ·Mt. View

925-6166

FOUR SEASONS
925-9134

116 E. 4th

Prices good thru 11/17/79

Ski Parkas
20 % 41:.::>.
r~

. Off

Save 30%
on Dolomite-Caber
·Ski Boots

15%

·Off

Ski Goggles

*
*
*

Team Prices
Wide Color
Variety
1 Day
Delivery

Orienteering

Canoeing

Wilderness

Avalanche

Running

78 ·- 79 Models

Custom
Lettering

SPORTS
BOOKS

{Smith)

Ski Gloves
Gran doe, Fairfield
Hot Fingers

Weight Lifting

Skiing .

Climbing

Sports
Diets

The Central offense failed to
Highly touted OCE quarterback
Larry Keudell "lived up to his take advantage of five OCE
reputation, passing for two touch- turnovers. The Wildcats could
only manage .8 first downs and 41
downs and running for another.
Keudell connected on 13 of 29 · yards on the ground. Central was
also plagued with 95 yards in
passes for 219 yards.
penalties.
"He .(Keudell) threw really well.
Parry felt the defense played
We contained him on the run. He well under the circumstances.
just cut up up throwing the ball,"
"They were on the field the
Coach Parry remarked.
whole day. We only got over the
50 once the entire game."
Added Parry, "I don't think
Freshman quarterback Gregg
we've seen a bad quarterback all Willbanks found moderate success
season."
in the air completing 7 of 20 passes
A four-yard TD pass from for 113 yards.
As he has all season, Chris Olsen
Keudell to Tom McCartney in the
first quarter t~rned out to be the led the receivers hauling in 4
passes for 57 yards. The 6-6 senior
only points ill the first half.
Holding a narrow 6-0 advantage has now racked up 416 yards on 27
at halftime, the Wolves exploded catches for an average of 15.4
for 19 points in the third quarter to yards per reception.
"Chris has done a super job for
bury the Wildcats.
He's also
After Keudell dove over from us all season long.
the one to double the OCE blocked well. When we put him in
advantage, the talented junior the slot, he did a great job blocking
again found McCartney from 4 for us," Parry mentioned. ,
Central will wrap .. up their
yards out for a touchdown that put
season on Saturday when they
the Wolves on top 19-zip.
A 15-yard TD run . by Kerry trek to Cheney to take on rival
Green closed out the scoring for Eastern Washington University. ·
the Evergreen
Conference Th~ afternoon contest is slated to
begin at 1 p.m.
champs.

'fHE 6HA.I~ ~ORU.:\I .

Etc.

hair and skin care

Ski
Package

·Stop in' and see
our specialists

Rossignal
·Challeng~r
Geze Binding
Cll.stom
Mounting
$16995 Reg. $220 95

We have all your X-Country and Downhill
_skiing needs. If you are a beginn~r or an expert,
we have got what it takes!!

~

Debi Staples

l Isa Mushlltz

Patty Johnson

Call for Appointment

Barb Olson
& Sue Simmons
[not pictured]

925-6651

,
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by Monte Carton

halftime. Outscoring the whites with 19 points. The 6-5 senior
15-2 to open the second half, the for-ward connected on all seven of
Coach Dean Nicholson displayed reds took their biggest lead of the his field goal -attempts and was 5
• the 1979-80 Wildcat basketball night at 59-38 with 14:30 to go in for 5 from the free throw line.
. He was followed closely by Joe
team before Central fans Nov. 7 the game.
during the preview night scrim- · The whites rallied in the final Holmes, another returning senior
mage at Nicholson Pavilion.
minutes and pulled within 76-7~ forward. The 6-7 Holmes had 18
•
Nicholson divided his squad into witl). a minute remaining.
points and grabbed 11 rebounds
·
a red team and a white team. The However, a bucket by Eli Carter, a for the reds.
red squad, which contained four promising 6-5 sophomore transfer
Guards Eli Carter and Sam
starters from last year's club, from Seattle University, clinched Miller contributed 13and12 points
• came away with a 78-74 victory. the intersquad win for the reds. respectively as the reds placed
The reds led most of the way
Dennis Johnson, one of the four four players in double figures.
and held a 44-36 advantage at -returning starters, led all scorers Other players who hit the scoring
·•· · column for the reds were Scott
Dynes with 8, Scott Berry with 4,
and Ray Orange and Scott Tri with
2 each.
Michael Bryant, a 6-5 ]unior
transfer from Lower Columbia
Community College, led the white
squad with 16 points and 10
rebounds.
Tom Taylor, a 6-7 junior, had 15
points while guards Jerome
· Collins and Brian Hagbo each
threw in 10. The whites also
received scoring from Tony Gile~
8, Vern Adams 6, Ken Denman 4,
Clarence Clark 3, and Keith Woods
with 2.
Mike Barney, a 6-2 junior
REACHING FOR IT-Joe Holmes [45) and Michael Bryant [15]
transfer from Edmonds· Communwill need strong performances this weekend if the· Wildcats are
ity College. · injured his knee in
going to beat the alumni squad. Tip-off is set for 7:30 p.m. at
practice an·d was unable to
Nicholson Pavilion.
participate in the intersquad
stanza. Vern Adams, Clarence scheduled to battle the 1979-80 alums who graduated from 1965 to
Clark, and Keith Woods will be Central varsity. 1978-79 players 1977. Players in this game, which
ineligible when the regular season returning are Gregg Arlt, Steve will be_ East against the West,
begins.
Thorson, Wayne Floyd, Steve include All-Americans Dave Bene:.:
Page and David Berry. ·
diet, Rich Hanson, Dave Allen, Les
The Wildcat basketball squad
They will be joined b:. Carl Wyatt, Joe Laduca, Jim Bel.• will make its · final public ap- Whitfield, Tom Powers,.. Randy mondo, Dave Olzendam, George
•·pearance before the regular Sheriff and Duane Hodg~s from Bender and Steve Johanson.
. season starts when it meets a the 19_78 team, Byron Angel (1976)
Other players returning include
talented alumni team Saturday at and Tom Enslin (1977). Clarence
7:30 p.m. _in Ni~holson Pavilion.
Clark, a transfer student who is Bruce Sanderson, Glenn Smiek,
Five alumni from last year's ineligible to play this year, also Eric Schooler, Greg McDaniel,
Phil Cline and Dave McDow.
Wildcat team (which made a will suit up with the alumni. ·
record 14th appearance in the
ORANGE BLOCKS ANOTHER-Ray Orange who led the
A preliminary game will begin Many other former Wildcat
NA~A National Championship) are
team last year with 54 block shots added another to that total in last
at 6 p.m. which will feature strictly perfor~ers have been invited.
8
week's intersquad game .

•
•

Chris Olson
Chris "Olson was named this week's Miller Player
of the Week by collecting 57 yards on 3 catches.
Olson has been one ·of. the ·most consistant
·performers on the Wildcat football team this year
and the 6-6 senior now has 416 yards on 27 receptions
for an average of 15.4 per catch. The Wildcat~ were ·
defeated last weekend 25-0 by Oregon College of
Education.
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No nonsense league fOces Central
An exciting race is predicted for 1 campaign. National affiliation
the Washington Intercollegiate (four schools are in the NAIA and
Basketball Association (WIBA) in two in the NCAA), financial aid,
its first season.
Formed last eligibility, and related aspects will
spring, the members include continue to be ·handled on an
Central Washington University, institutional basis.
Eastern Washington University, · "We're not sure where this
St. Martin's College, Seattle basketball association might go,"
Pacific University, University .of said Swagerty, ".but for right now
Puget Sound and Wester Wash- our main goal is to promote and
· publicize the basketball programs .
ington University.
"With the traditional rivalries at our schools."
that exist between many of the
He added that the alignment
schools, it's just a natural "give~the teams something more
affiliation," said Seattle Pacific to shoot for during the regular
basketball Coach Keith Swagerty, season; although not having any
who helped orgaD;ize the associa- direct bearing on post-season
tion.
playoff berths."
"This is something the basketCENTRAL WASHINGTONball coaches have been working on . With four starters back, Central
for quite some time and with all of Washington is shooting for its
us now scheduling as indepen- seventh straight appearance at the
dents, the need for some type of NAIA national tournameJ}t.
association became even more
The Wildcats were 25-6 last
apparent."
year. It marked the 13th time
The only: commitment made by since Dean Nicholson (16th year,
the member schools has been to 339-109) became coach that they
schedule home and away games have won 20 or more games in a
with one another for the upcoming season.
Leading the returnees is 6-7
forward Joe Holmes, who paced
the team in scoring (16.7 -avg.) and
-rebounding (8.4 avg.). He earned
honorable mention · NAIA AllAmerican and fi.J..st-team Little
All-N<;>rthwest recognition.

Also back in the front line are
6-5 forward Dennis Johnson (11.2
scoring avg. and 6.1 rebounding
avg.) and 6-8 center Ray Orange
(10.2 scoring avg. and 6.2
rebounding avg. 54 blocked shots).
Both Johnson and Orange were
third-team Little All-Northwest
picks.
Rounding out the returning
quartet is 6-2 guard· Sam Miller
(8.7 scoring avg. and 5.5 assist
avg.).
Graduation took starting guard
Steve Page and five outstanding
reserves.
The top Wildcat ,
substitute back is·6-6 forward Dale
Smith.
• An excellent group of transfers
is led by 6-5 guard Eli Carter, who
transferred from Seattle Univer- '
sity. Others are 6-1 guard Mike
Barney from Edmonds CC, 6-5
forward Mike Bryant from Lower
Columbia CC and 6-7 forward Tom
Taylor from Seattle Pacific University.
"I think we have excellent
potential," said Nicholson. "We
have our four returning starters
and we added an excellent player
in Carter."
"My biggest concerns are the
loss of our depth and Page, who
was a fine competitor."
EASTERN WASHINGTON-

~
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Sbnply stretch the fabric print .
around the wooden frame, use a
staple gun or hammer and a few
minutes of ·your time, and
PRESTO, you have a fabric
picture!!!
Eos·y and economical.
Prices start at $7.00
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~~01>·1
414 N. Pearl
962-275'0

Ill
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Despite a 10-18 record fast season, · 6-5 forward .Steve Colgate, an
Coach Jerry Krause (13th year, all-league choice from Tempe,
191-129) is anxiously awaiting the Ariz.
upcoming campaign, which will
have the Eagles playing 15 games
PUGET SOUND-In what was
at home. He is confident they can termed a "rebuilding" season,
come back from their .first losing Puget Sound finished 23-6 and
record in nine years.
made it to the quarterfinals of the
There should be a number of NCAA Division II national playnew faces in the starting lineup, offs last winter. This year the
including 6-3 guard George ~oggers claim to have their
Abrams from Sullivan 'CC (N.Y.), ;trongest team since Don Zech
6-6 forward Tony Barnett and 6-2 12th year, 221-94) became coach.
"This· season s.hould be a real
guard Tony Revak, both from the
University of Wyoming.
·
;est of the returnees' intensity,"
Two-time NAIA natiOnal high ~aid Zech, "because they had such
jump champion, 6-3 forward Vic a successful year without really
White, returns after a year's expecting it and now people will
absence.
expect as much or more from
Starting forward Emir Hardy them." ·
(11.4 scoring · avg. and 7.3
The top players back are 6-7
rebounding avg.) graduated, while center Joe - Leonard and 6-6
two other first-stringers, guard forward Eri'!: Brewe.
Leonard
Roger Boesel (team's leading becamf" the first player in the
scorer with a 13.6 avg.) and school's history to earn first-team
forward Jim Savage, opted not to NCAA Division II All-American
turn out.
honors (also a first-team Little
Heading those players back are All-Northwest choice) as he
6-10 forward Marty Harpole (10.4 averaged 10.7 rebounds and 13.7
scoring avg. and 6.1 rebounding points. The left-handed Brewe led
avg.), 6-2 guard Dave Henley, 5-10 the team in scor\ng with a 14.3
guard Terry Reed (103 assists) and average.
7-0 center Uli Sledz.
Two other returning starters
ST. MARTIN'S-Having al- are guards 6-3 Roy Del Smiley
ready established himself and his (third-team Little All-Northwest
program, second-year Coach Len pick), who averaged 13.9 points,
Stevens has his sights set on even and 6-2 Thom Stephens.
bigger goals this §eason.
A major contribution should also
Though honorable mention come from 6-6 forward · Todd
NAIA All-American guard Al Burton (7.0 scoring avg.).
Anderson (24.2 scoring avg.)
WESTERN WASHINGTONgraduated from last winter's 16-14 While sitting out tlle 1975-76
team, standout forwards 6-6 Bill- seas6n to recover from a serious
Bredy (13.6 scoring avg. and 5.7 heart attack, Western Washington
rebounding avg.) and 6-6. Chris Coach Chuck Randall (17th year,
McGee (9.9 scoring avg. and 9.3- 259-147) set a goal' to win the
rebounding avg.) will return.
NAIA national championship withJoining them on the front line is in four years of his return to the
6-8 center John Reid, who sidelines.
transferred from the University of
The Vikings have made proSan Francisco.
gress toward that objective in
Another transfer, 6-0 Pete each of the past three campaigns.
Doherty, is expected to start at Last year they were 18-10 overall.
point guard. He earned all- · The quartet includes 6-4 Andre
conference honors at Menlo J.C. · Dickerson from Skagit Valley CC,
SEATTLE PACIFIC-Eleven 6-5 Dennis King from Clark CC, 6-5
players return from a Falcon team Tim Sheehan from Edmonds CC
which finished 9-18 last year (nine and 6-6 Dennis Upton from
of those losses were by three Centralia CC.
Four backcourt players return,
points or less). With an additional
year of experience, plus some who Randall says "could play
advance testing this past Sept- against any other four guards in
ember (seven-game tour of British .the country and beat them."
- Leading that group is 6-6 Rohn
Columbia with a strong Athlete&In-Action Canada team)r, CQaco McCoy (20~8 scoring avg. and 8.6
· Keith Swagerty (6th year, 69-66) is rebounding avg.), who earned
optimistic about ·the upco'm ing honorable mention Associated
Press All-American and secondseason.
).'opping the list of returning team'Little All-Northw~st honors.
Also back are 6-1 Kevin Bryant
veterans are starting guards 5-11 .
Brad Bea.ch and 6-3 Beau McCloud, (14.8 scoring ~vg.), 6-1 Scott Smith
who averaged 9.3 and 11.7 points, (122 assls_ts) and 6-0 Ron Radliff.
respectively.
· Tw,0 fine ~ransfet guards are 6-3
::Swagerty's recruiting efforts Darcy ~~jsnei~ fr<JIIi..,.George Fox
netted four outstanding freshmen.
College and 6-2 Ron Durant from
They included Washingto-n all- Eastern Washington University.
staters 6-5 forward Jeff Espersen, Due to transfer rules, Durant does ·
6-3 guard Gregg Kingma and 6-0 ·not become eligible until midguard Robin ivtarshall as.':w~ll as " January.
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Live Music, 7 p.m.

restaurant

. /

Grand Opening
Nov. 15th
10% Off all perms, facials with massage,

" Thursday-T-Jay

guitar and vocals

·,Friday-"Sham·a Nada" BELLY DANCING

· .. ros·w.3rd
IC".""r"lltflll-...-lJ 925-3

·

0

& ·scalp treatments

Op~n

Excellent sandwiches,
pizzas & ! Mexic~n food.

9 to 5 Evenings byappt.
450-N. Sprague

Mon-Thurs. 8:00a.m.·9:00p.m.
Fri.-Sat. 8:00a.m.· 10:30p.m.

.1
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HANDICAPPE~

-LEWIS AND CLARK
LAW SCHOOL
Dean Albert Berglund of the
Lewis and Clark Law School will
discuss law school admissions and
the Lewis and Clark program
specifically in the Taneum Room
(107) in the SUB, Friday, Nov. 30
from 9 a.m.-12 noon.
All
prospective law students are
invited.
THREE MILE ISLAND

ADVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETIN~S

The Student Advisory Commit• te to the Handicapped Student
Service will hold meetings on the
first and third Wednesdays of each
month at 4 p.m. in the Ternaway
• Room of the SUB. All interested
students, faculty and staff are
invited to join us and share ideas.
REGISTRATION FOR
PLACEMENT SERVICE
•

Bruce Johnson, president of
Chem-Nuclear Inc., will talk about
his company's involvement with
the clean-up of !Three . Mile Island
at this week's Business and
Economics Club meeting. The
meeting will be held in the · SUB,
Roo,m 204 at 6:30 p.m. tonight.

All seniors and graduate students should be in the process of
• establishing a placement file.
Seniors who ·are graduating in
December, or who will be doing
field studies, internships, or
• student teaching during winter
quarter, should set up their
placement files before leaving
campus.
Registration papers may be
picked up at Career Planning &
Placement Center, Barge 105.

COMMUNITY GALLERY
; Field representatives. Business
CHRISTMAS SHOW AND SALE
idm-mgmt; marketing.
Nov. 27-29-Peace Corps/Vista,
The Community Gallery at 408 Seattle, Washington. Bachelor's
1/2 N. Pearl is featuring its annual degree-worldwide. 65 developChristmas show and sale through ing countries..
.
Dec. 29. For show and sale will be
Nov. 28-John Fluke Mfg. Co.,
II\any handcrafted items and a Mountlake Terrace, Washington.
large Christmas'tree with unusual Business mgmt. or industrial tech
ornaments.
Gallery hours are majors. Manufacture of precision
Monday-Saturday, noon-5 p.m.
instruments & measuring devices-digital · & analog circuitry.
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
ANTHROPOLOGY BOOK
AND BAKE SALE
The following firms will have
representatives at the Career
Planning & Placement Center to • The Anthropology Club is
holding a book and bake sale
interview interested candidates.
Brochures are available. Sign-up Thursday, Nov. 15 in the Inschedules are posted one week, to structional building, first floor,
the day, before the arrival of the from 8:30 a.m.- 4 p.m.
interviewers on campus ..

OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT
FINANCIAL AID

Students receiving financial aid
winter quarter and who will be
off-campus, must make ar~ange
ments with the Financial Aid
Office, Barge 209, by Dec. 10 and
must provide verification of the
off-campus program ?-nd an off.
campus address where checks are
to be mailed.
EXIT INTERVIEWS
If this is your last quarter at
Central and you have received a
National Direct Student Loan, you
must make an appointment for an
exit interview. Call the Office of
Student Accounts, 963-3546, or go
to the second floor of Mitchell Hall.

LAW AND JUSTICE MEETING

There will be a Law and Justice
meeting Tuesday night at 7 p.m. at
the Pizza Place. All law and
justice majors and pre-majors
welcome.

..

CROSS-CULTURAL MOVIES
The Anthropology Student Association is presenting two cross
cultural movies, Tuesday Nov. 20.
They are The Afrikaners and The
Bushmen. Both are one hour long
features presented at no charge in
the Instructional Building, Room
Popcorn and
.; 317 at 7 p.m.
refreshments will be ·~rovided.

Nov. 19=-Bon Marche, Seattle,
Washington. Executive trainee
positions. Liberal arts; bus. adm.;
home ec.
Nov. 26-Southland Corporation
J.7-11 ),
Tukwila,
Washington.

Hair that -handles well . • •
leaves time for more
''important'' things!

~~···················~··············~·~···························~
~

Big John's

Cal!I us TODAY

Special.izing in the
Big John Burger
"A Meal in Itself"

Sharleen
Patty

Variety of shake flavorsJ

Lori

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
• · Students and student spouses
wishing employment should check
the job postings at the Office . of
Student Employment, 205 Barge
• Hall.
All students seeking
HOURS:
employment on campus, whether
awarded work-study or seeking
Sun. - Thurs. 11 a.m. - 12 p.m . .
• regular student employment, must
Fri.-Sat. 11 a.m. - I p.m.
clear through the Student Employ'·
908
EAST 10th - ELLENSBURG
ment Office.

Cheryl

925-5900

We Deliver!

HAIR DESIGNERS
3rd & Sampson
962-2550

•

'···································································J
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Lecturing on Nuclear Awareness

Nicholson Pavilion 8 p.rn.
Tickets:

.i
I
I
i

~
~
~

$3 advance
$3.50 at gate

available at
SUB info booth

Today's Schedule of Events
8:45

Introduction - Information - Schedule
Joe Hovenkotter - ASC/Curbstone .

9:00

Dr. Bo_b Bennett - CWU Physics Dept.
"Description & Function of a Thermal Nvdear Plant"

9:30

Jackrabbit Alliance
Debbie Beadle - "Hanford"

12:45
1 :00
. l :30

Entertainment
Mr. Curt Wiberg
CWU Biology Department
Crabshell Alliance
George Duvall "The Social Economics of Nuclear Power"

2:00

To be arranged

10:00

Washington Public INterest Research Group
Joan Hohl - "Waste Storage at Hanford"

2:30

Nuclear Power Industry - Representative to be arranged

10:30

Washington Environmental Council
Ruth Weiner "Health Aspects of Nuclear Power"

3:00

Americans for Nuclear Power
Keith Marks - "Energy and Politics"

11 :00

Greenpeace
John Hinck "Breme_rton Border Facility Radioactive Materials in the Ecosystem"

3:30

live Without Trident
Ka.thy Kelly

11 :30

To be arranged

4:00

Closing Remarks
John Drinkwater - CWU Director of Student Activities

12:00

Inland Alliance - CWU Student Awareness
Dawn, Hitchins

4:15

Pres.s Conference with Mr. Ralph Nader

m

12: 15

Entertainment

8:00

~

Ralph Nader
"Energy Monopolies & Energy Consumers Who's Winning"

12:30

World Peace Tax
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Solar, wind power on the horizon
by Caroi Brulott~
With the energy problem
becoming more acute, many
people are turnin·g to alternative
sources of. energy.
One type
gaining acceptance is solar energy.
Ted Ullman,· builder of one of
the first solar houses in New
Mexico in 1974, is in the process of
creating a demonstratio1'- house
located at 209 N. Sprague. He sees
it as an opportunity for people to

............................... ·11

become more aware and knowledgeable about solar energy.
"Although everyone is very
interested in this," Ullman said,
"very few know·anything about it
except for fragmented bits of
information." ·

trap solar heat and with the help of
ordinary fans, circulate this air
.
throughout the house.
"This is one of the simplest
methods of solar heating," said
Ullman, "because the greenhouse
will °:ot let the hot air escape."

Ullman will be attaching an
inflatible greenhouse to the
outside south wall after Thanksgiving. Made out of redwood and
double polyethelene plastic, it will

Ullman hopes the house will
eventually become an alternative
energy collective.
Included in
future plans are rooms set aside
for a graphics studio and techno-

.::

Ullman, an art major attending
central, is also president of Central
Solar energy can ·be used in Sun, a student club created to
different areas. "When converted promote the use of alternative
into cells, that is, the direct sources of energy.
"Interest is building," said
conversion of sunlight i.qto electricity," Ullman stated, "it can be Ullman, "because we are doing
used anywhere a power line can't something instead of just sitting
be strung. This-includes power for around and talking."
Focusing on solar and wind
airplanes, recreational vehicles
energy, the club· will present
and remote communications."
speakers, films and seek funding
Another type 'of natural re- for demonstration projects. It will
source, being considered as an serve the people of tlie university
energy alternative is wind gener· and community in actively disated electricity.
The concept seminating information on alterinvolves using windmills to create native energy sources.
"The key to the energy crisis is
electricity to be used in the home .
renewable resources," said
"In essence, it means when the Ullman, "and people have to be
wind adds electricity to the public made aware of what they are." ·
power system, it is not necessary Having studied alternative sourcfor that electricity to be produced es of energy for the past seven
by hydro or nuclear generating years, Ullman said these are the
answers to the energy problem.
systems," said Ullman.
logical library.

1

-sth & Pearl

Terry Hawkins

925-4176

...

'Tear after ~·car. semester
Iaftersemester. the
( ollcgcM aster· from
Fidelin· Union Life has
been the most accepted,
most popular plan on
campuses all over America. •
Find out why.
Call the Fidelitv Union
College Master~
Field Associate
in your area:

..

~~

CDllegeMaster ·

.................................. ..

~~ords &·Jeans
~
Open Mon thru Sat 9:30
Thurs till 8

5:30

•

Professor's trip to
Chinese RepubliC
Continued from page 3
significantly.
· Yee also managed to visit Tien
Au Men Square, the Forbidden
City, several temples, Buddist
caves, the Red Star Commune, and
several other places in his spare
time.
Yee. commented on the remarkable buildings and carvings, some
centuries old, and of the profound
sense of age they conveyed to him.
The relics; cared for meticulously,
are considered of historic significance to the Chinese, and
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instances of remammg religious
activity at some shrines still
exists.
Yee also attended the Chinese
Opera, and .the American group "
was lucky .enough to talk with 3
actors and directors for several
hours.
1
Studies over, Yee returned to '
Central just in time for a brief
vacation before classes started fall
quarter. He has presented his ,
discussiohs and a slide show to
many and looks forward to another
chance to visit the People's
Republic of China.
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